
Who I will rapture and who not… Consider your Ways! 

March 4, 2016 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 

(Clare) The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. And He’s come to straighten out some confusion over 

who will be raptured. 

(Jesus) “Let’s talk about the category of those who will be saved, as going through the fire.” 

(Clare) In this next sentence, He is referring to something I said to Carol, that everyone has a 

different capacity and longing for Jesus. 

(Jesus) “It is true that tea cups, thimbles and barrels will all be raptured. I am looking at the heart 

and each one has different capacities, each one was formed differently, each one endowed 

differently. That is why there will be such a wide variety taken in the Rapture. 

“As for the Brides, there are different levels of commitment, different levels of self-effacement 

and emptiness, longing and corresponding to My Grace. But the mystery of this is that I love each 

and everyone, all the same, in completeness. Though the thimble cannot hold what the barrel 

holds, nonetheless it is full and filled with My Love. There is no room for discrimination or 

judgment here. What if I were to tell you the thimble actually holds more than the barrel?” 

(Clare) Well Lord, if You told me that, I would be perplexed, but I believe the thimble is beautiful. 

I’m just sad that it is so small. 

(Jesus) “Do you think that thimble thinks any less about Me and loves Me any less?” 

(Clare) Well, I don’t know. I suppose since the capacity is smaller, I suppose less. 

(Jesus) “What about the widow’s mite?” 

(Clare) She gave all she had. 

(Jesus) “That’s exactly right. There are those who have little and have given it all. There are those 

who have much and have portioned it out, keeping some for themselves.” 

(Clare) I thought about myself for a moment, and I said… I hate to say this, but I think I must fall 

into that category, because there are certain things I haven’t been able to give up. 

(Jesus) “Well, you let Me be the judge of that. In fact, let Me be the judge of all. But still, the 

widow who gave the mite is much richer than the widow that was wealthy and gave only a 

portion. It is a mystery, but understand… It’s not the size of the vessel but the complete abandon 

with which the vessel gives, that I look at. In a sense, those who are wealthy with many graces and 

still hold back from Me are indeed very poor in Heaven, because they held back anything. But like 

the little boy, who gave Me his crutch as a Christmas present, that was all he had.” 

(Clare) Now here, the Lord is referring to a story… ‘Amahl and the Night Visitors.’ That’s one of my 

favorite stories. The three Kings stopped at his house on the way to see the Christ child. And 

Amahl, who was crippled, longed to give something of value, too. All he had was the crutch that he 



used to help him walk. And while the three Kings had magnificent gifts to present, Amahl chose to 

give the most valuable thing he had and he was healed. 

(Jesus) “He was the richest of them all. Oh, how I love to sweep the lowly off their feet and give 

them everything they ever hoped or dreamed for. I derive so much pleasure from such as these. 

“I wanted to make this clear… It’s not the size nor the importance of a vessel, but the 

completeness with which they gave to Me. If they give their all, I give My all. And whether they 

contain My All or not, doesn’t matter. All that matters is that they are completely Mine. Isn’t that 

wonderful?” 

(Clare) Oh, it is, Lord! It is sublime. Like Mother Theresa said… ‘God likes little things best.’ 

(Jesus) “That’s a guarantee. And God looks at the littleness of the heart, not the littleness of the 

ministry. When you are responsible for feeding so many people, I must impart to you more and 

more and more to keep up with the demand. But that does not mean you have become big. 

Rather, it means I have become big through you. And the littler the vessel, the more credit I get. 

This is as it should be.” 

(Clare) Well, Lord – my heart rejoices in this. How I hate that ‘bigness’. 

(Jesus) “Yes, yes indeed, that’s better gone. But those who have a little heart and stay very little 

should rejoice in that, because others can see what I’ve done with a little nobody and have hope 

that I can use them as well.” 

(Clare) Lord, what about those that are saved at the very last minute? A lot of people are asking 

me this question. 

(Jesus) “Did I not say they would receive the same reward as those hired at the beginning of the 

day?” 

(Clare) But I thought that applied to those who have worked for You, who were waiting in the 

wings for their assignments, as we were? 

(Jesus) “Clare, in My fathomless mercy, I cannot deny the most recent, sincere converts the gift of 

being removed from this planet. If they have given their entire selves to Me with full repentance – 

they, too, will be taken. But it must be sincere and complete. Those who still want to walk the 

fence, I will not take. 

“Now, I will tell you who should be worried… those who knew Me, knew what I called them to do, 

and followed their own flesh and self-will, nonetheless. Those who didn’t have time or money for 

the poor, but rather saved up their money to lavish on their comforts and trinkets. When I warned 

you seven years ago, I was quite serious. You were on the edge and I needed you to abandon 

yourself to My total will. Once you realized the seriousness of your condition, you repented and 

asked Me to help you leave those foolish things behind. 

“But some of My children have been Christians for years and are still toying with their walk. They 

have an inkling they are on the edge, but consider My Mercy will cover for their laxness. No, My 

Children. My mercy is not for those who have held Me off. It is for the lost who have never known 



Me and the weak that falter with every other step. For those sheep who are big and strong but still 

have no time for Me, they will stay behind until they are perfected in charity, honesty and 

devotion to Me. For them, there is a choice to make. 

“Many of them have been given very great graces but used them selfishly, even in the faith, to 

accumulate wealth, popularity and influence. Or instead, they have used the grace for the world to 

live like kings.” 

(Clare) What about the really wealthy teachers? 

(Jesus) “The ones who have put their hearts in My hands and done their very best to obey Me, 

they will be taken. Again, it is not wealth, riches, power that disqualifies – rather it is a lukewarm 

heart. A heart that has not considered what I suffered for them and how I have called them to 

sacrifice for Me. These are those who were like the rich young ruler and said, “But, I have many 

possessions!” And I say to them, you are indeed poor, because you do not possess Me. 

“These are the ones you should all be concerned for. I’ve called them many times. They’ve had 

ample opportunity to deny themselves, pick up their crosses and follow Me. But they were 

completely taken up with popularity among men. And for that reason they will be left behind. 

“Those who have been saved at the last moment, if they are broken by their obstinate denial and 

putting Me off, and My Kingship in their lives – if they are thoroughly repentant to their very core, 

I will take them. One of your children may be among that group. I have told you that before.” 

(Clare) I started to have doubts at that point… ‘Was this really Jesus? Or am I getting a lying spirit 

here?’ 

(Jesus) “Clare, I am not misleading you. I know you’ve been preoccupied for the last week, but 

trust Me. I am speaking to you, My Love. I mean it with all My heart. I intend to pour the oil on this 

child when the time comes, because she has been instrumental in turning others away from Me 

and from you.” 

(Clare) Oh Lord, please do. Please, Lord, she is a beautiful soul. I pray she will make the Rapture. 

(Jesus) “This is the first time I have seen you invest faith in her…Continue to cry out to Me. Stand 

with Me, Clare, stand. Remember, I am merciful. Sometimes our children make foolish mistakes, 

because they are still children and not thinking or seeing like adults – but seeing the world like a 

jar full of candies, all different and alluring. They don’t see their blind spots and of course the 

enemy keeps them blinded to the truth. There have been moments of truth in her life where she 

has considered those things. There is a chance for her, keep praying. 

“But to the rest of My mature Christians I say… Consider your ways. Have you really lived for Me 

and answered My call, or have you preferred your comforts? Do you value Me enough to die for 

Me, or will you continue to walk away from Me and protect your comforts? For you, there will 

come a time when you are forced off the fence. Know that this time is at the door and your 

eternity is at stake. 

“Do you think that being a Christian by name will save you from Hell? Please think again. God will 

not be mocked. I will not be made sport of. Either you are hot or cold. The lukewarm will go 



through the fire and be saved only if they cleave to Me above their children, families, jobs, and 

even lives. 

“Those for whom My Brides have been praying – they will be given the opportunity to be stricken 

to the core and repent with all their hearts and I will take them in the Rapture. Those who waste 

this grace, woe to you; you shall be left behind to face the fire. Not all will receive the same 

rewards in Heaven, not all will recline in mansions. Some of you will be fortunate to have a shack 

on the outskirts. Still, you will be happy, because you will know justice and accept your lot with 

great thankfulness. 

“So, I hope this clarifies much for you and all My loved ones. I wish for no one to be left behind to 

suffer the Tribulation. But for those who are unrepentant in that moment, I visit them with grace. 

However, living through the Tribulation and perhaps martyrdom will be your only chance for 

eternal blessedness in Heaven with Me. 

“But to you I also say… Never doubt My presence and My eagerness to forgive you. I am always 

with you, waiting for that moment when you will see the seriousness of your condition and turn to 

Me with your whole heart.” 


